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SALARY SURVEY: Hong Kong compliance market cooling down, some
areas in high demand

May 19 2016 Ajay Shamdasani and Trond Vagen, Regulatory Intelligence

Activity in the compliance recruitment market in Hong Kong is cooling down, with financial

institutions increasingly focusing on replacing candidates who have moved elsewhere,

recruiters said. 

Candidates aiming to change jobs can no longer expect the large salary increases routinely

offered in previous years, and bonuses are more modest than before. When compared with

the broader recruitment market, however, conditions remain good, and with demand still

high for certain skill sets there are ample opportunities for qualified candidates, the Thomson Reuters Regulatory Intelligence

Hong Kong Salary Survey 2016 has found. 

Compliance salary increases were relatively static in 2015, recruiters said, with most financial institutions only offering a

modest rise on top of the inflation adjustment. Likewise, most junior and mid-level roles across the industry received one to

two months' pay as bonus, with those further up the hierarchy able to secure anything from three to six months' worth of

bonus payouts. 

As market conditions continue to weigh on revenues, more and more financial institutions are turning to contract hires for

compliance roles at junior levels, highlighting an increasing difficulty in securing permanent headcount. This is a risky

strategy, given that regulators are tightening up supervision of the industry and that enforcement cases on the rise. 

Closer regulatory scrutiny is more commonly associated with an increase in headcount, as can be seen with the mainland

Chinese banks operating in Hong Kong. With an anti-corruption drive still in full swing in China, mainland banks have in

recent years paid more attention to regulatory compliance and as a result are offering competitive salary increases and

bonuses to their local and Western counterparts. 

"Particularly for mid- to senior level compliance professionals with relevant experience from competitor firms, it is not

uncommon for 20-30 percent increments to be granted," said Ed Chen, managing director of Harbridge Partners in Hong

Kong. "Throughout 2015 we have seen PRC firms being very competitive on salaries for junior, middle and senior level

compliance staff. Several mainland Chinese firms are paying at almost Western tier 1 bank levels in terms of base salaries
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for senior level, experienced compliance professionals."

Considering that there is still a talent shortage of experienced compliance personnel in Hong Kong, candidates with strong

language skills — English, Cantonese and Mandarin Chinese —stand a better chance of landing a high-paying job, said Kate

Reid, associate director at Eximius Group. 

A table at the end of this article provides a more detailed breakdown of pay levels across industry sectors. 

Keeping a lid on costs

For most financial institutions, however, cost-cutting and reining in on expenditure remains the order of the day. After years of

high growth and competition to attract talent in a supply-challenged market, banks are now less likely to offer attractive

remuneration packages to fill vacancies at any cost. 

Some banks are turning to "juniorisation" of roles to lower costs, whereby a vacancy left by a departing compliance

professional is advertised at a lower experience level than that of the person previously holding the job. 

"One good example is where a person is in a role that is at vice president level [but] when the person leaves, the role is

advertised as associate vice president level, with a lower salary banding, yet the job responsibilities and experience

requirements remain exactly the same," Chen said.

Another trend was for some positions that were previously located in Hong Kong to be relocated to lower-cost, offshore

centres such as India or even Singapore.

Ben Cooper, chief executive of recruiter GRMSearch, said a combination of the commodity pricing correction, the Chinese

stock market crash last year and general pessimism has led to tighter recruitment budgets and hiring and pay freezes in

some instances. 

"While in previous years the banks were on huge drives to grow their KYC/AML functions, often hiring young people with no

prior KYC/AML experience, we have found that this has slowed down over the last year and now demand has shifted to

senior, experienced compliance professionals with substantive experience within financial institutions," he said. 

As such, those in high demand, particularly those with specific product experience, could expect to see base salary increases

on lateral or diagonal moves of around 10-25 percent, he said, a sentiment almost every recruiter interviewed for the survey

echoed. 

"Prospective employers would be undertaking a futile exercise if offering less that a 15 percent increment, as current
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employers will counter-offer on pretty much every resignation they receive," said Pathay Singh, managing director of The

Compliance Grid. 

Financial crime

Aside from Chinese language skills, certain skill sets are more in demand than others. Financial crime experience, in

particular, remains a sought-after asset, with banks anxious to boost their AML programmes before Hong Kong undergoes its

mutual evaluation by the Financial Action Task Force (FATF) in 2018. 

As firms focus on having the right processes in place and identifying and remediating gaps in their AML systems, the demand

for related positions, such as in advisory, framework, policy and projects, will continue to be strong in the Hong Kong market,

said Jennifer Yang, managing consultant at Ambition.

More stringent supervision and enforcement by Hong Kong's Securities and Futures Commission (SFC) and the Hong Kong

Monetary Authority (HKMA) has been an important influence on demand, the recruiters said. 

"Following regulatory inspections by the SFC or HKMA, there are inevitably large remediation projects to tackle the

weaknesses highlighted by the inspections," Singh said. 

Rouella Landicho, manager for risk, legal and compliance at Morgan McKinley, said AML sanction advisory experience was

one field where it was difficult to find the right candidates based in Hong Kong, as well as experienced money laundering

reporting officers (MLROs).

Other positions that are expected to be in demand in 2016 are those linked to the greater regulatory pressure financial

institutions face from local and international regulators, and worldwide regulatory initiatives such as the Organisation for

Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD)'s common reporting standards for tax information and the U.S. Foreign

Account Tax Compliance Act (FATCA). 

"Continuous regulatory change has kept the demand [high] for FATCA," said Xochi Lau, risk and compliance consultant at

Gemini. She noted Hong Kong's plan to pass the OECD common reporting standards on tax into law in 2017 and warned

that many financial institutions might not be ready for the changes. They could, however, use their FATCA personnel to

manage the regulatory transition as the statutes were similar, she said. 

Private banking demand is also picking up. In addition, new headcounts have arisen within onboarding, regulatory policy and

regulatory liaison positions, Chen said. He said demand was also strong for products advisory compliance positions within

equities, fixed income and corporate finance and structuring, and compliance assurance, audit and compliance testing.
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Mark Moorby, director at Danos Associates, said a number of compliance candidates had recently moved from the sell side

to the buy side, in both product advisory and more regulatory focused roles. 

"The demand for compliance professionals to move into compliance testing has increased due to the need to balance out

teams which have traditionally been filled with auditors," he said.

Credentials

Candidates may find it more difficult to secure a new job in the years ahead. Aside from specialising in high-demand areas

such as AML and financial crime, candidates seeking to make a move should ideally meet certain requirements and have a

solid work and education background, the recruiters said. 

"There seem to be two main types of credentials that we see with compliance professionals: experienced compliance

professionals from direct competitors or compliance professionals with strong Mandarin reading, writing and speaking skills,"

Chen said. "However, across Asia, compliance professionals that come from a legal academic or have a law-qualified

background are favoured among PRC firms, whereas for some specific roles, those with an internal audit or credit risk

background are also highly sought-after."

A practical ability to interpret legislation and structure operational procedures around it would also be extremely valuable

qualities in a candidate, as well as the ability to manage high volumes of data and reports accurately, the recruiters said.

Personal gravitas and a talent for working with other areas of the business would also be an important asset, as would some

technological prowess. Indeed, with fintech set to expand, many junior compliance roles may in the future be replaced by

automated services. 

"Technology and cost-efficient offshore centres will continue to develop as we move through 2016," Reid said. "The

development and deployment of innovative technology will start to affect the [recruitment market] growth. Professionals at

working level in these divisions are advised to seek personal development opportunities internally and externally, such as

qualifications and certificates, to ensure their continued relevance as this dynamic market continues maturing."

Reid also said some financial institutions were placing more importance on cultivating graduate and entry-level staff by

setting up in-house academies. As such, the buoyancy which compliance professionals are currently enjoying will start to be

eroded by the graduates of these academies and by regulatory technology, she said. 

Looking ahead

As the market cools, recruiters expect a growing number of candidates to remain in their positions in the coming years. There

is also a growing disdain in the market for "jumpy" candidates, typically those in junior roles who only remain in a position for
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a year before moving elsewhere, as they are perceived not to have accumulated any meaningful experience during their

short stays at various institutions. 

At the senior level, a higher number of experienced and mature professionals with more than 10 years' experience are opting

to stay put for the time being. Candidates see the weak bonus payouts across the industry and expectations of no more than

a 15 percent salary increase as insufficient reasons to "jump ship", recruiters said. 

The more senior a candidate, the more the focus shifts to strategic moves which allow for some other form of career benefit,

such as improved work-life balance, moving from brokerage into investment banking or a more secure and stable move

upwards. 

Nevertheless, a certain level of recruitment activity can be expected in the coming years due to planned regulatory

developments, recruiters said. 

"The announcement of the newly formed Independent Insurance Authority (IIA) and [its] hiring of staff will see plenty of

movement across the industry as well as some potential growth [in] some compliance teams," Moorby said. "The compliance

market will continue with its steady rate of hiring through 2016, with teams consolidating and creating positions to fill skill

gaps at all levels. With new regulations in wealth management, demand on buy-side firms to have specialised compliance

officers and the insurance regulator likely to place demands on firms, the market can expect to see the most consistent

activity in these areas in the latter parts of this year and into 2017."

> > > >

Hong Kong Compliance Salary Survey 2016

Banking & Securities

Years of

experience
0-5 5-8 8-15 15+

Recruitment

firm
Local Global Local Global Local Global Local Global

Eximius Group
$140k -

$450k

$240k -

$540k

$450k-

$750k

$540k-

$900k

$750k-

$1.15m

$900k-

$1.2m

$1.15m-

$1.55m

$1.2m-

$2m+

Harbridge

Partners

$216k -

$660k

$240k-

$780k

$540k-

$900k

$600k-

$960k

$540k-

$1.2m

$600k-

$1.45m

$840k-

$1.8m

$900k-

$2.4m

GRMSearch
$180k -

$420k

$480k-

$840k

$900k-

$1.2m

$1.3m-

$1.8m

Gemini $260k - $390k- $780k-
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Gemini

Personnel

$260k -

$390k

$390k-

$715k

$780k-

$1.3m
$1.3m+

Morgan

McKinley

$180k -

$300k

$360k-

$780k

$840k-

$1.45m
$1.55m+

Ambition $210k- $300k $500k-$800k $800k-$1.3m $1.4m-$2.2m+

Compliance

Grid
$250k- $450k $480k-$780k $900k-$1.3m $1.2m-$2m+

Hudson $300k- $540k $720k-$1.45m $1.45m-$2.4m $2.4m+

Asset management

Eximius Group
$140k -

$450k

$240k -

$540k

$450k-

$750k

$540k-

$900k

$900k-

$1.1m

$900k-

$1.4m

$1.1m-

$1.4m

$1.3m-

$2m+

Harbridge

Partners

$240k -

$480k

$300k-

$540k

$360k-

$660k

$540k-

$1.2m

$540k-

$1.3m

$780k-

$1.8m

$780k-

$2.2m

$1.2m-

$3.6m

GRMSearch $120k - $360k $420k-$780k $840k-$1.1m $1.15m-$1.6m

Morgan

McKinley
$180k - $300k $360k-$780k $840k-$1.45m $1.55m+

Ambition $180k - $300k $350k-$500k $500k-$1.1m $1.2m-$2.4m

Insurance

Eximius Group
$130k -

$400k

$200k -

$500k

$400k-

$700k

$500k-

$850k
$700k-$1m

$850k-

$1.3m
$1m-$1.45m

$1.3m-

$2m+

Harbridge

Partners

$180k -

$360k

$240k-

$420k

$300k-

$540k

$360k-

$600k

$540k-

$840k

$600k-

$1.02m
$720k-$2m

$1m-

$3.6m

GRMSearch $120k - $360k $420k-$780k $840k-$1.1m $1.15m-$1.6m+

Morgan

McKinley
$180k-$420k $480k-$780k $720k-$1.6m $1.2m-$2.8m

Ambition $180k - $250k $250k-$450k $500k-$1m $1.1m-$2.4m
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